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We face all kinds of death for drake’s sake.

LOCAL

DEATH ALL DAY:
From famine to
danger to thirst —
region faces many
threats, yet loves.

MASSIVE
patients storm
Stornheist
Saga Jäger, Bella

A

s the resources in the su-

while the resources of both small lakeland
assylums and small lakeland religious communities remain over
ded the assylums of Stornheist.

ultimate gift for a friend in need:

Daubode Gutermuth, Poinarium

D

ue to the Vritra drought,
the region faces many
forms of extinction, even though
the merchants from surroun-

wielding their deaths as an armament for their friends. In
50-day moving average of admissions has crossed the 200day moving average of admissions in what statisticians at

those who seem to be collaborating on large events of shared
city for its goods. Drought in the
surrounding regions are going

“golden cross.” Though it sounds
like something to do with the
nature of thresholds within The
Vale, it does not: it indicates

than the drake: several have
died of thirst in the foothills and
has followed, with now our third
sure on the economy has added
danger to the countryside, danger to the mountainside, trouble
region thrives wit love.
Archers have taken to guar-

them from decay: we must save
whatever rations we can. And
if even the least fruit falls and
ve. However, even the smallest
greencrown warbler will go af-

have come to take advantage of
us), but rather throught he generousity of the locals.
Some, still under what in-

and down that the author of
this story has made us as similitudes of himself and is whis-

the birds. It seems to them the

taking care of neighbor and the
like. Those seem to think that if
said author -- or authors -- is for
us, then the antagonists of our
story have no real substantive

years hitherto.
Rations have started in every

is Stornheist and assylums like
ready for the beds taken out by
the crash of Vritra), but that the
tients will only continue.

Greencrown
warblers will go
after fruits bolted
by archers hunting
for the leavings the
pickers miss.

right). The archers seem not to
mind: they consider it to be something of a gift to be out there

craft since the tulestringing of

momentum regarding both mo-

or hoarding or active draining
said authrs, such storyweavers
and their ilk assume that none
coming from he who is most
the threats of death or life, none

the lakeland region, one woman
thers and sisters -- has been forced into a caravan heading north
to be admitted to the assylum.
Where will they go when they

Local archers shot through falling apple, warbler stole it. /// AVALONA

to the brim?
Though medical laws in the
north ban me from saying things
outright, I can say this much

such fantasies nonsense.
memorium threshold can sever
this link.
neous scrawlings on the mountainsides, and of the contingency of the world itself. No author
or gamers will save us from the
-

act as
from the love of said authors or
ving to watch the so-deluded
they were brothers, of a kind. To
face the mountain swords with
to ice. It gives one courage, at
ylum, in the right mood.

a muse she seems to have lost, an
fore her mind cracked. Do with
that information what you will,
but it seems that some sort of
feline hallucination has her twitching like a caught little bird.
Sad case, of course, but she
remains only one of a large migration of clinically insane or
heading towards Dragonsmaw.

